Usage Guide
How to understand your usage.

Understanding Internet Service Usage
This guide shows you how to view the usage meter for your Internet connection and explains
what it all means. We’ll go over viewing your usage summary and then take a look at the
detailed usage.
Let’s get started. At the top of the page is the navigation bar, find and click on “Account
Details”.

This will take you to a list of services that you use. This sample account has a Satellite Internet
and phone service but yours will probably be different to this. As the data usage meter only
applies to your Internet service, click your service (In our case, Satellite Broadband).
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You should now be in a summary screen of your Internet service. There are a few parts to this
page but we are only interested in the Current Usage area.

The Current Usage area contains a Usage Snapshot, a quick summary of your household’s
data usage for this particular month. It states how much you have left to use (Total Quota
Remaining) and how big your data plan is (Monthly Quota).
Your data quota is split into two time periods: Peak and Off-peak.
● Peak usage is the data limit you can use between 12:00 midday - 23:00, which is
typically the busiest period of the day.
● Off-peak usage is the data limit you can use between 23:00 - 12:00, as this typically the
quieter period of the day with less network traffic.
Internet Service Providers split data usage into Peak and Off-Peak period to encourage
customers to download large files at times of the day that have less network traffic. This helps
prevent any unnecessary network traffic from slowing down peoples and businesses
connections during the busier periods of the day.
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Let’s look at the detailed usage page. You can open this by clicking on “View Detailed Usage”
in either the left navigation pane, in the usage summary title or the link in the Current Usage
section.

At the top of the Broadband Usage Section, you can change what time period to view your data
usage within. Checking the “Current Period” button will show the current billing cycle while
Selected Period lets you view usage for any previous billing cycle. You can use this to locate
any days you’ve had unusually high usage to figure out what’s going on.

Directly below this is the Daily Usage chart. After you have selected a billing period, the chart
will graph your usage per day over the billing cycle. Blue bars represent your peak usage for
that day while the yellow bars represent your off peak usage.
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Lastly, the day-by-day report breaks your peak and off-peak data usage into daily uploads and
downloads in megabytes. This is useful to see how your data is being used and may help you
figure out what’s using your bandwidth.
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